INCOMING OFFICER TRANSITION GUIDE

Your Role as a Student Leader

1. WORK ON THE MORALE OF YOUR GROUP MEMBERS
   Unless they feel good about their roles, your group members will not be as cooperative and productive as they could be.

2. EXPECT ANY CHANGES TO BE ACCEPTED GRADUALLY
   Sometimes we expect people to accept changes overnight that we have been thinking about for months. Remember that it is almost impossible to change people...they usually must change themselves.

3. BE AVAILABLE TO HELP THOSE WHO WANT YOUR HELP
   When we attempt to force our ideas of assistance when it hasn’t been solicited, we risk building resistance among our group.

4. LET YOUR GROUP MEMBERS DETERMINE THE GROUP’S PURPOSE
   Unless group members have a say in what is to happen, their participation will be half-hearted at best.

5. EMPHASIZE THE PROCESS FOR WORKING THROUGH PROBLEMS RATHER THAN THE FINAL RESULT.
   Your desired results may change as your group changes. An open channel of communication, which involves all group members, will help you incorporate these changes.

6. APPROACH CHANGE THROUGH COOPERATIVE APPRAISAL
   When change is based on evidence, it reduces the chances for a win-lose situation. The decision will be based on what is right, rather than who is right.

7. ENCOURAGE BRAINSTORMING AND CREATIVITY
   Provide feedback and support for new ideas and avoid penalizing for mistakes made for the sake of experimentation.

8. SHARE DECISION REGARDING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
   By emphasizing how to solve problems, and involving your members in these decisions, you will create a deeper commitment in your members.
9. RECOGNIZE CRITICISM AS THE FIRST STEP INDIVIDUALS TAKE IN ASSUMING RESPONSIBILITY
Use criticism as a chance to solicit suggestions for improvement.

10. SHARE THE GLORY
You cannot expect enthusiastic participation if you take all the credit.

11. HAVE FAITH AND CONFIDENCE IN THE ABILITY OF YOUR GROUP
People tend to live up to our expectations, be they high or low.

12. BE SURE YOUR GROUP HAS COMMON PURPOSE
Structure meetings so that issues of common interest are discussed with the whole group, and individual concerns are addressed at other times.

13. TRUST THE MOTIVES OF ALL GROUP MEMBERS
Attend to every suggestion as a sincere one, which deserves a sincere response.

14. DON’T SET YOURSELF UP AS INFALLIBLE
Be honest and admit when you lack an answer. Don’t be afraid to be human.

15. BE SPECIFIC
Communicate exactly what you expect and think.

16. BE Socially Sensitive
Avoid being witty or funny at the expense of group members.

17. USE THE INQUIRY METHOD
Use questions to get information and define issues.

18. BE IMPARTIAL
Play no favorites and give all group members equal chance to participate.

19. PROMOTE GROUP COHESIVENESS
Make all group members feel as if they belong.

20. MANAGE CONFLICT, DON’T IGNORE IT
Bring conflict into the open, and concentrate on issues, behaviors and facts rather than personalities.

Adapted from: Student Organizations’ Handbook - The Wichita State University (92-92)
INCOMING OFFICER TRANSITION WORKSHEET
(Questions to ask during transition)

Please think through and respond to the following questions regarding your responsibilities. This information will be helpful to your successor.

1. **Things specific to the position I want to know about…**

2. **Things I should do over the summer…**

3. **People (positions) that I should get to know…**

4. **Services that I need to know about…**

5. **Things I need to know about working with my advisor…**

6. **Other questions I want answered…**
MAINTAINING CONTINUITY: TRANSITION QUESTIONS

DIRECTIONS: Many of these questions are geared toward former, or outgoing officers. New officers can use these questions to brainstorm ideas or goals for the upcoming office term.

1. What do you perceive to be your organization's objectives & goals?

2. What do you consider to be the responsibilities of your office?

3. What are your expectations of yourself in the office?

4. What expectations do you have of the executive council?

5. What expectations do you believe your members have of you?

6. What problems or areas will require attention within the next year?

7. What should be done immediately in the fall?

8. Who do you anticipate will be the most helpful in getting things done? (People outside your org such as advisors, staff.)

9. Write down one specific problem you anticipate you will encounter during your term.